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Activity Ideas for Thailand Volunteers 
 

You will typically be assigned to work with groups of about 10 children. However a 2-3 times 

a week, volunteers will be asked to prepare an activity for the entire Boy's Orphanage. You 

will need to plan activities or crafts for 20-25 children. 

 

Thankfully, children love repetition! When you plan a good activity, the children want to 

repeat it over and over again. 

 

Remember that, in Thailand, the activities that you plan will primarily be for the boy’s home. 

They much prefer active activities to arts & crafts. Here are some activities to get you started: 

 

Super Hero Party   

Superman, Spiderman, the Hulk, Captain America - the children in Thailand love the same 

famous Super Heroes that you know!  

Suggestions of supplies to bring: 

 Super hero capes 

 Copied patterns of super hero masks (bring a whole punch and string!) 

 Face paint 

 Books & movies about super heroes 

Animal Safari  

It’s easy to collect toilet paper rolls to make kid sized “binoculars”. Plan an afternoon to go on 

a safari with the children! 

Suggestions of supplies to bring: 

 Beanie babies (Hide these around the orphanage to “hunt for the animals”) 

 Child size binoculars 

 Animal stickers 

 Books about animals 

 Animal puppets 

 Safari dress up (hat or vest) 
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Little Artists Day  

The children love any chance to be creative! Crayons are great, but it’s fun to use a variety of 

art mediums  

Suggestions of supplies to bring: 

 

 Rolling pins & cookie cutters – you can make homemade play dough  

 Baking clay 

 Tempera Paint (if you add a few squirts of Dawn Dish soap it becomes washable!) 

 Acrylic paint 

 Paint brushes (prefer large child size) 

 Small wooden decorations to paint/build 

 Shaving Cream, Food Coloring, & Zip loc bags (mess free finger painting!) 

 

Sports Championship  

 
The children love a good game of soccer, football, or catch in the afternoon.  

 

Suggestions of supplies to bring: 

 Football, soccer balls, baseballs & mitts, etc. 

 Pom-poms, mega phone, etc to cheer on the soccer team 

 Face paint  

 Fabric paint to decorate T-shirts 

 Award ribbons for the winning team 

Water Games 

On nice sunny days, the children love to play outside in the water. Occasionally the children 

get to go on a field trip to the swimming pool. 

 

Suggestions of supplies to bring: 

 Water balloons 

 Squirt guns 

 Beach balls 

 Floaty toys 

 Swim toys (for field trips)  

 Small bath tub toys that float 
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Kiddie Carnival  

Volunteers can set up stations so the children can rotate through the different activities. 

 

Suggestions of supplies to bring: 

 Clown costume (the kids love to see volunteers dress up!) 

 Carnival decorations, tickets, and music 

 Pin the tail on the donkey game 

 Bingo game 

 Music for musical chairs 

 Prizes for a fish pond 

 Face paint 

 Mini pie crusts and boxes of pudding mix (pie eating contest) 

 Ring toss 

 Bean bags 

 Parachute 

 Bubble machine 

 Collapsible tunnel/kid tent 

 Long balloons and a pump to make balloon animals 

 Bowling (bring a mini set, or make a set out of pop bottles in country) 

 Set of small rubber ducks with numbers or shapes written on the bottom. The children 

can play a matching game while the ducks float in a large bin.  

Baking Supplies  

Teach them a fun recipe to eat or play with. 

Suggestions of supplies to bring: 

 Food coloring 

 Sprinkles 

 Parchment paper 

 Chocolate chips 

 Birthday candles 

 Cream of tartar (often used in Play dough recipes) 

Appreciation Day for Orphanage Workers  

The orphanage has many employees. We would love to choose one day to give them an 

extra special "thank you".  

*ALL gifts must be approved through the Orphanage Director before giving it to an 

employee.* 
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Suggestions of supplies to bring: 

 Blank Thank You cards (everyone in the group can help decorate them) 

 Prepare a song or dance to perform during a short program 

 Make refreshments (this can be made in country, but you may want to bring special 

ingredients with you) 

 Bring a small gift for the employees. It's important that all of the gifts are the same or 

very comparable. (examples include: small lotion, chocolate, etc) 

Pinewood Derby Race  

There are several children old enough to make a race car with a little help. The other children 

would love join in with match-box cars for race day! 

 Pinewood Derby Car sets 

 Acrylic paint 

Puppet Shows  

Suggestions of supplies to bring: 

 Puppets & simple stories for a puppet show 

 Supplies to make puppets with the children (brown paper bags work great!) 

 Flannel board stories (the orphanage has a flannel board) 

 

 

Visit our Pinterest page for more ideas! 

 

 

 

 

 


